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featured squared-off front and rear fascias, subtle body contours honed by wind-tunnel testing,
a more accommodating and ergonomic interior, and even an available crew-cab body, a style
decades ahead of its time. The angular wheel arches were rounded at both corners to help take
the edge off the styling, and compared with its predecessor, the truck featured a radical
increase in glass area. Wheelbases on the all-new frame grew from Short-bed models six and a
half feet of bed length saw a 2. Both Chevrolet and GMC models were available in either a
smooth fleetside bed or a stepside one, and wood bed floors with steel skid strips were
optional. Fleetside bodies had optional lockable tool compartments on the bottom of the bed.
Engine options were plentiful. Buyers could choose from a cubic-inch in-line six hp , a cube six
hp , a V-8 or hp , a V-8 hp , and the all-new, range-topping big-block V-8 hp. Three- and
four-speed manual transmissions were available, plus a three-speed Turbo Hydramatic
automatic. Power steering and power brakes were optional. The square body also gained an
all-new interior. The standard wraparound dashboard sported a full complement of gauges. The
new frame allowed for a lower cab, which aided in entry and exit. Front spring rates were newly
softened, and a front anti-roll bar, a new feature, helped improve both ride and handling. Front
disc brakes were also standard. Rear leaf springs were now two-stage progressive, while rear
shock mounts were redesigned in order to reduce wheel hop. The episode resulted in long court
debate and an extraordinary public apology by NBC. For fans of the outdoors, a camper-special
square-body model was aimed at heavier, bulkier loads, and it featured the amusingly named
Elimi-Pitch Package. At press time, GMC sales figures were unavailable. A new full-time
four-wheel-drive system was availableâ€”albeit only on V-8 modelsâ€”thanks to a new NP
transfer case. The cubic-inch inline six engine now made hp. With a GVWR slightly above the
emissions threshold pounds , these trucks offered more performance and lower
fleet-management costs leaded fuel was cheaper and still plentiful at the expense of more
emissions. Changes were minimal. Rally wheels appeared, and a new Sport model was available
on Scottsdale trucks equipped with a stepside bed. Sports paired the aforementioned rally
wheels with white-letter tires and color coordinated custom graphics. In-cabin hood releases
became optional, along with power windows, power door locks, a rear window defroster, and
intermittent wipers. The change gave an extra 56 cubic feet of storage space in the cab and
protected from the elements. A new V-8 with a two-barrel carburetor replaced the entry level ,
producing a reasonable hp. This was the Oldsmobile diesel, notorious for head-bolt issues. The
inclusion of a catalytic converter for models sold in California required modest frame changes.
Both Cheyenne and Silverado trim levels received new aluminum-style interior trim instead of
wood grain: The Cheyenne used a diamond pattern dashboard only, aluminum everywhere else
while the Silverado featured brushed aluminum around the gauges, above the glove box, and on
the inner door panels. Like the Chevrolet Sport package, the special-edition GMC Street Coupe,
launched this year, came in eye-catching colors, with aluminum wheels with white-letter tires
and a custom hood ornament. The model was produced until Changes were modest this
yearâ€”notably a new grille shell that integrated the headlights and turn signals, and a new
hood with a raised, plateau-shaped stamping above the grille. From this point on, catalytic
converters were made standard on all models with a GVWR of less than 8, pounds. Changes
included a new fascia with a sleeker grille integrating two square headlights four lights with
halogen high beams for the Deluxe Front Appearance Package , new bumpers and a new
tailgate, revised two-tone paint designs, a more ergonomic dashboard, new seats, and a weight
reduction of up to pounds, depending on configuration. Engine choices included a new
cubic-inch V-8 with electronic spark control state only , while the cube V-8 was removed from
availability. An new transfer case, the NP, appeared on K10 and K20 trucks, and all K-series

models received automatically locking front hubs and quad front shocks. The mid-level
Cheyenne trim level was deleted. Powertrain changes were significant: the two-barrel, was
discontinued, while the Olds diesel was replaced by an all-new, highly regarded 6. A new
four-speed Turbo Hydramatic R4 automatic sported a fuel-saving overdrive gear and was
available on either of the two small-block V-8s offered, or The transfer case on K30 trucks was
now synchronized, allowing activation at up to 25 mph, while power steering was made
standard for all K-series models. The heavier duty and series trucks now rode on standard inch
wheels. A new grille once again greeted buyers, its insert either silver or body color. Large
signal lights also appeared below the headlights this year. If a truck was equipped with the
Deluxe Front Appearance Package, which brought quad headlights, the signal lights were
mounted within the grille. Changes were minimal this yearâ€”metallic brake pads front for and
series models, new plastic shields for the side-saddle fuel tanks, and a new steering-column
stalk lifted from other GM products. There were now four unique designs for customers
interested in two-tone paint: conventional, special, deluxe, and custom. No significant changes
for the square body. The C-designation two wheel-drive, remember was renamed to R. K
four-wheel drive turned into V, but remained with 10, 20, and 30 series designations. GMC again
paced the Indianapolis , with commemorative replicas wearing red and blue gradient graphics
on a white short-bed body. GMC was again the Indianapolis Pace Truck, and this year had an
animated Eagle decal on the bodysides and, in Pontiac Trans Am fashion, a stylized eagle on
the hood. The front bumper sported a sleek air dam, and the color treatment carried over to the
white wagon-wheel wheel spokes. The front guard, roll bar, and wagon-wheel spokes were also
painted buckskin. Unsurprisingly, the model has a cult following in the Middle Eastâ€”the
connection was enough for GMC to make a Desert Fox tribute truck in While the exact
production year remain unclear, the grille pictured here suggests the GMC Foxy Sierra was
created in The GT package added an aerodynamic body kit, a tonneau cover, inch-wide turbine
wheels with white letter tires, side exhaust pipes, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. A
custom front bumper valence was also installed, painted black to match. The GMC pace truck
for this year had a more subtle cream, red, and brown paint scheme, to complement the elegant
Buick Riviera pace car. Chrome parts remained untouched, while rally wheels and white-letter
tires rounded off the package.
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Presumably only offered in K-series four-wheel drive, the Chevrolet Sno Chaser was
advertised as a stylish way to travel in winter climates. There was a unique spoiler that visually
extended the B-pillar. The Indy pace truck was painted to match the yellow Corvette pace car,
complete with black letterings, forged aluminum wheels, and a monochrome paint treatment.
Offered to GMC truck buyers in California, the California Sundancer was, as its name suggests,
a regional special available only in Southern California. Sundancers were painted yellow over
charcoal gray, with a gray body stripe and charcoal-colored tube bumpers. Buying and Selling.
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